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A novel approach to determine decorrelation effect 
in a dual-beam electronic speckle pattern interferometer 
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A lIOftIappr_u 10 detma_ ~&. effed ill ..... ~ 
IIt:am dt:ctroaie sp«klt: ,.nen iIIterferometer. An intrinsic 
decorrelation effect in a dual-beam ESPI system for contour
ing application is quantified by sUnfle image processing 
tcchmques i.ncorpo~ting experimenta data of speckle pat
terns. Pracllcal limits for the range of application on con
touring an object are also considered from the point of view 
of automatic fringe analysis. An acceptable degue of decor· 
relation due to the tilt of illuminating beams has been estab
lished. 

D ..... Wet; Dr JIesdm-.-g_ Dtkoneladoaleffe'tts I. 
~ ~le.~. Zw:~'le-Imrferome:ter. Mit 
Hilfe aoer anfachen Blldverarbcitungstechnik uDd experi. 
menteUen Daten von Spe:d:elmustem wird der inirinsische 
~kornlationserrekl in eioem Zweistrahl.ESPI-System ffir 
die Erzeugu.ng von Hohenlinien quantiftziert. Praktische 
Grenztn bel de~ AnwendUDg ZUI Hohenlinienerz.eugung 
we~en a~ der Sleht der automati~beo Streifenanalyse dis
kullert. Em akzeptabler Dekorrelallomgrad bei der Verkip
puns der Bdeuchtungsstrahlen wurde definicrt. 

Introductioo 

A foundational factor limiting tbe performance of an elec
tronic speckle pattern interferometer is an intrinsic speck
le p'atte~ decorrelation effect. Therefore it is important 
10 Investigate speckle decorrelation effect in order to 
achieve an optimal performance of a speckle interferome
ter and to determine practical limits for the range of 
application by taking this effect into account. Except for 
speckle dt:(;()rrelation effect, the condition for obtaining 
the best performance from an ESPI are also interrelated 
function of TV camera cbaracteristic. input laser power, 
tbe type of interferometer and tbe mode of operation [11 · 
These effects bave been discussed elsewhere [2 - 3). 

The decorrelation effect for the plane strain sensitive 
and out-of-plane sensitive speckle interferometers was 
first investigated by R. Jones and C Wykes [4-5] . For a 
pl~ne strain sensitive speckle interferometry, the relation
ship between the decorrelation factor of speckle patterns 
and tbe rigid-body translation, the out-of-plane rotation 
~f tb~ ob)ect was investigated (4) . In parallel tbe reduc
tiOn ~n fnnge visibility of a speckle pattern due to decor
relalton of two-wavelengtb contour fringes obtained by 
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ESP) was also studied in detail [5]. In tbese studies ana
Iyt!cal expressions describing the dependence of decorre
latlon or speckJe pattern either on the object translation 
out-of-pl.ane rotatio!!, or on the change of wavelength 
were denved theoretically to predict the limitation on tbe 
performance of speckle pattern interferometer concerned 
due to ~be decorrelation effect. However these analytical 
expressIons could be obtained only in some special case 
a~d under many assumptions and simplifications. It 
mJght usually be difficult, if it is not impossible, to obtain 
more general analyticaJ expressions wbich describes the 
decorrelation effect in a given speckle interferometer. In 
addition tbese theoretical expressions might not be satis
fied to give an accurate prediction to the real decorrela
tion elT«:t in speckle interferometers. This would be at
tributed to those assumptions and simplification which 
~ave been made in theoretical approaches. For instance. 
It has been found tbat one could observe fringes at theo
retically very low visibility, i.e. towards tbe limits of ob
ject displa~ment sufficient to cause fringe extinction (4] . 
Therefore It should be necessary to have a more efficient 
way to predict speckle decorrelation effect in order to get 
!D0re insight into the performance of a given speckle 
Interferometer. It sbould also be noted that while tbe 
discussion bas been concerned with tbe visual appear
ance of tbe fringes. it is equally important to consider the 
suitability of the fringe pattern for automatic analysis. 

In this paper, an alternative method for predicting the 
decorrelation elf«:t of speckle patterns will be suggested.. 
Thedecorrelation effect in a dual-beam electronic speckle 
pattern interferometer will be investigated in detail. This 
type of speckle interferometer bas recently been used for 
generating contour fringes of an object [6 - 7) and vibra
tion analysis [8) . We investigate decorrelation effect in a 
way wbich uses image processing techniques incorporat
ing experimental data rather than in the way of deriving 
ao analytical expression predicting decorrelation effect of 
speckle patterns. A1tbougb tbe analysis is onto a specified 
dual-beam ESPJ. tbe method discussed in tbis paper 
sbould also be adaptable to other type of speckle interfer
ometer. A suitability of tbe approach here to tbe fringe 
pattern for automatic analysis will also be considered. 

Experiment description 

A diagrammatic arrangement of a specified dual-beam 
electronic speckle pattern interferometer is shown in 
fig. 1. A He-Ne laser witb 10 mw is used as a light source. 
The laser beam is collimated by lens L and then divided 
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into two illuminating beams via a beam splitter 8S. The 
collimating lens L is mounted on B movable device, B tilt 
to both illuminating beams is then introduced by shifting 
lens L. The shifts of collimating lens are provided by a 
precision. kinematically coupled micrometer drive. A 
viewing system is arranged so that the f lnumber of imag
ing lens js set to be able to give fully resolved speckles. 
The contour fringe patterns corresponding to the surface 
geometry of the object arc obtained by subtracting the 
state t and state 2 speckle pattern. The output or CCD 
camera is processed with help of an Epson computer, and 
FG-tOO software is employed Cor subtraction of the digi
tized speck.le pattems and for evaluation of correlation 
coefficients_ In other words, correlation fringes with a~ 
proprete visibility are obtained by applying a small shift 
to collimating lens (or equivalent a small tilt to both 
illuminating beams), sufficient to produce about five 
fringes across the object. It has been found, from the 
experiment, that this is a suitable case for automatic 
fringe analysis. 

For a dual-beam ESPI, it is easily to show tbat the 
intensity at a point in tbe image plane is given by 

I =- /sl + lSI + 2 ( /sl/.n)o·'cos(¢sl - t/Jn + ()t/Jf2~ (1) 

The mean subtracted and rectified signal S is given by 

S - 8(1,,)(I,,) ,in'(6,;/2) (2) 

whe:re () ¢ is the: pbase cbange whicb generates tbe: speckle 
correlation fringes. lSI and ISl are intensities of speckle: 
patterns generated by eacb illuminating beams, respec
tively. Eq. (2) is deduced under an assumption tbat the 
object light amplitude. As. and its pbase ¢s remain un
cbanged wben the phase change 6<p is introduced. If this 
is not tbe case, tbe visibility of fringes is reduced since tbe 
two speckle patterns will no longer be fully correlated, 
When this specified dual-beam ESPJ is used to generate 
contour (ringes of an object, tbe exact form of pbase 
change () t/J varied as surface geometry of tbe object has 
been derived in our anotber recent paper [7]. 

Pro«tiures of delcnniaing speckk dccorrelatiod dred it 
• dual-beam FSPI by usiog Image proC'cssing te<:bniques 
Incorporating experimental data 

In tbe following discussion we fix our attention aD I 

specified electronic speckle pattern interferometer ShOWD 

in fig. 1. This type of interferometer has been used to 
investigate surface geometry of an object. It is also as
sumed that laser power used as a light source in the 
interferometer is sufficient large so that the intensities of 
speckle pattern generated by two illuminating beams, 
and a suitable f Jnumber of viewing system can be COD

trolled within the sensitivity range: of a CCO camera 
whicb is used as a photosensor in tbe inte:rferometer (i.e.. 
below tbe: saturation level of tbe camera). In this case tbe 
non-linearity of the TV camera is not necessary to be 
considered. In addition the ratio of intensity of one illu
minating beam to another bas been adjusted to give max
imum fringe visibility. With these conditions, it would be 
reasonable: to assume that any reduction in visibility of 
fringe pattern is due to tbe decorrelation effect, while two 
illuminating beams are tilted for generating contour 
fringes of an object. 

A correlation coefficient C has been defmed [9} aDd 
could be used to analyze tbe decorrelation effect 

I( A.Anll 

Cu 
- (IA.I') (IA,I'») 

(J) 

where A. and A, are: the complex amplitudes of tbe light 
before and after the change of state. Clearly wbeD 
A. _ A" tbe correlation coefficient C = 1, and in tbis case 
maximum visibility of fringes are obtained. As the value 
of C decreases the visibility of fringe drops. The relation
ship between visibility and correlation coefficient is com
plicated and depends on the type of interferometer, but a 
significant drops in the value of C gives a significant drop 
in visibility, and when C "" 0 tbe fringes vanisb. An illus
tration of decorrelatioo effect in a dual-beam ESP) is 
shown in fig. 2(a)-(d~ To quantify the decorrelation ef
fect by using image processing techniques and experi
mental data. tbe intensity distribution of speckle pattern 
is better to be represented in a discrete form 

[

I" I" ... I,,] 
111 III •.• 11H 

(1(m, .))~N c ,.. ... . .. 
1,," 11111 ••• II11N 

where [/ (m. n)J", N is an image matrix representing speckle 
intensity distribution, I(nt, n) is tbe intensity value of 
speckJe pattern at the point (nt, n) which represents coor
dinate or each pixel in vertical and horizontal direction. 
respectively. M x N is the dimension of a portion of 
speckle pattern selected to be analyzed. . 

Small shift of collimating lens, and therefore a small tilt 
to botb illuminating beams. produce a change: in the 
relative phase of the two wavefront5- This phase chan~e 
is proportional to tbe variation of surface shape and will 
cause a spatial variation in tbe correlation of speckJe 
pattern as observed before (state 1) and after (state 2) 
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Fir.2. Photographs of dec:orrdatio. prO«Slln I dUI~beam ESPllYltem for mntouri.g application. (I) Cootour frinees of a p}TI.HI 
_bt •• shIrt«ale .ppUed 10 collimllin& iens Is 75 pm. (b) Contour rrinces or. pyramid when a mlrt«.le .pplied to eolllm.tIJJlIe~ 
ilISO,.. (c) Contour frioges of a pynJPHI _he. a stUfI-Kale Ipplied '0 mllimltiJt& lens Is 100 pm. (d) Contour rr1nces or a p}Tlmld 
Un! • shifl-Klle .,.,tied to collimlti., leas Is 175 JI'" 

illuminating beams tilt. Speckle pattern correlation 
fringes are observed when two pattern are subtracted. A 
rurther tilt will however cause the angle and region of 
object illumination to cbange to a great extent between 
states and it is argued that this effect should result in 
speckle pattern decorrelation. 

An original speckle pattern lo(m,. n) (state 1) is acquired 
by an image grabber and stored in the frame memory. 
Then successive speckle patterns. fi(m, n) i = 1,2, ... L, 
whicb correspond to different amount of shirt applied to 
the COllimating lens (or equivalent amount of till to both 
illuminating beams) arc acquired and stored separately. 
256 )( 256 area in each pattern has been chosen to be 
analyzed. Now the correlation coefficieolJl between 
la(m, n) and I.(m, n) may be evaluated numerically from 
(ollowing fonnula 

where ( ... ) denotes the assemble average., and 

1 M • 

(I. ) - - L L I.(m,.) 
MN l " II " 1 

1 M N 

(I,) = - L L I,(m,.) 
MN." I . " I 

(5) 

It can be easily seen that the value or correlation coef· 
ricient depend on the average intensity of speckle pat
terns. 

The analysis above aDd the algorithm indicated by 
eq. (4) and eq. (5) layout a simple procedure ror analyzing 
decorrelation effect in a speciried dual-beam electronic 
speckle pattern interferometer shown by rig. 1. 

Results aDd discussioD 

Fig. 3 shows tbe results for tbe evaluation of correlation 
coefficients for twelve rrame images of lipeckle patterns 
with 256 )( 256 dimension which correspond to different 
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fig. 3. lbe uriatioD of comlalioD t'OtffK'ieDt, Cu at a (uDctioo 
of shiflscale applit-d to roUimating lens (twelve speckle patterns 
with l56 x 256 dime.moo han beeG used 10 evaluale corTtJatioD 
(OCffideoCS). 

small shifts applied to collimating lens. The scale of shifts 
are controlled and adjusted by a micrometer drive in a 
range from zero to 275~. An original speckle pattern 
corresponding to zero shirt is taken to be as a sample 
speckle pattern and it is used to be correlated to succes
sive speckle patterns with different shifts. A speckle pat
tern with 150 ~ shift is digitally subtracted from original 
speckle pattern and a contour pattern with seven fringes 
across the object can be observed as shown in fig. 2(b~ 

Experimentally we have found that this is a case best 
for automatic fringe analysis in the dual-beam ESPI 
specified here. Fig. 4{a)-(b) show the results according to 
the calculation by using phase-shifting algorithm. How
ever it is also interesting to note, from fig. 3, that correla
tion coefficient do not vary seriously in a range around 
the position of 150 ~ shifting (from 100}llJl to 225 Jlltl.~ 
Two different shifts with l00}llJl and 200 J.lm respectively 
have been chosen for testing the result of automatic fringe 
analysis, and both of them give reasonable results al
though slight noise is introduced due to small drop of the 
correlation coefficient value. This would be an encourag
ing result. which implies that one might be able to obtain 
good results for automatic fringe analysis in a suitable 
dynamic range. 

CoociusioD 

In conclusion we have investigated intrinsic speckle 
decorrelation effect in a dual-beam electronic speckle pat
tern interferometer. In particular we have evaluated cor
relation coefficients by using simple image processing 
techniques supported by experimental data.. This ap
proach provi.des with a more effective way to access the 
performance of dual-beam ESPI and should also be ap
plicable to other types of ESPI systems. Practical limits 

• 
F1C.4, Resu1ts of .atom.tic fringe .nalysis IlSiDg phase-sbirtilll 
.lgoridlm. (a) l-D plot .crording to phase ulcula(iolL (b) Co&> 
tour m.p. 

for tbe range of application from tbe point of view of 
automatic rringe analysis are also discussed. An accept
able degree of decorrelation of illuminating beams tilt has 
been established. Finally the method described bere docs 
not require many assumptions and simplifications as 
those used by a theoretical approach. Thererore, it would 
be able to estimate decorrelation effect in a speckle pat
tern interferometer more objectively. The numerical ap
proach and experimental results are in reasonable agree
ment within the limit or experimental error. 
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